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Volumetric MRI sensitively measures plexiform neurofibroma growth

in NF1
Dombi et al. used automated volumetric MRI analysis to measure plexi-
form neurofibroma growth in neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). Plexiform
neurofibroma growth varied among patients, but was constant within
patients. Younger patients had the most rapid plexiform neurofibroma
growth rate. Volume increase of plexiform neurofibroma is a meaningful
trial endpoint, and age stratification for clinical trials for plexiform neu-
rofibroma should be considered.
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Commentary by Patrick Y. Wen, MD; and Jan Drappatz, MD

NF1 is an autosomal domi-
nant disorder with an incidence
of 1:3,000. Approximately 20 to
44% of patients with NF1 de-
velop peripheral nerve sheath
tumors called plexiform neurofi-
bromas. These are a major
source of morbidity, producing
disfigurement, pain, and im-
pairment of neurologic function.
Approximately 5% of cases also
undergo transformation into
malignant peripheral nerve
sheath tumors. Currently there
is no effective therapy for these
tumors with the exception of
surgery in a subset of patients.

The development of more ef-
fective medical therapies for
plexiform neurofibromas in pa-
tients with NF1 has been lim-
ited by our poor understanding
of the natural history of these
tumors, their variable rate of

growth, and their large and
complex shapes, limiting the
usefulness of standard measure-
ments of tumor response such
as the one-dimensional Re-
sponse Evaluation Criteria in
Solid Tumors (RECIST) and the
two-dimensional World Health
Organization (WHO) criteria.
Dombi et al. used automated
volumetric MRI to effectively
document the growth of plexi-
form neurofibromas over time.
They showed that the rate of
growth of plexiform neurofibro-
mas was variable and that the
highest growth rate occurred
in the youngest patients. The
ability to monitor plexiform
neurofibromas closely greatly
facilitates the conduct of clini-
cal trials of novel therapeutic
agents for plexiform neurofibro-
mas. It also allows patients to un-

dergo therapeutic intervention
earlier if an increase in growth
rate suggestive of malignant de-
generation occurs. The utility of
volumetric MRI in monitoring
tumor response was validated in
a recent phase I study of the anti-
fibrotic drug pirfenidone in
plexiform neurofibromas.1 Au-
tomated volumetric MRI is
likely to find widespread ac-
ceptance in the monitoring of
plexiform neurofibromas and
greatly help in the search for
more effective therapies for
this disabling condition.
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Percent change in plexiform neu-
rofibroma volume (A) and body
weight (B) over time in 49 pa-
tients with neurofibromatosis type
1 and plexiform neurofibroma.
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